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ZERO-GRAVITY. THE DREAM.

the DREAMER

the DREAM

At Human Touch®, our vision was to create a chair so extraordinary,
it would deserve to be called the Perfect Chair®.

With the discipline and wisdom that can only come from years of experience, we carefully researched
and selected each component to move our vision into action. All materials are polished, matched or
finished to obtain the highest level of luster and brilliance. Aesthetically and technically, the Perfect

Inspired by this vision, David Potter, our Vice President of Design, charted

Chair reflects Human Touch’s commitment to creating products of superior quality and value.

a course to turn this dream into reality. By skillfully blending contemporary
architecture with old-world craftsmanship, he laid the foundation for the chair’s
bold yet classic look. We then integrated our unique zero-gravity technology to
create a complete seating concept that transcends common comfort. The result
is a chair that uniquely and beautifully combines form and function—perfectly.
“When given the opportunity to design a ‘perfect chair,’ I knew my fundamental
approach must be based upon classically designed seating that reveals

AEROSPACE SCIENCE and ergonomics
Not by coincidence, the Perfect Chair’s body-frame ergonomics are
inspired by the neutral-body-posture chaise position developed by

human proportion,” says Potter. “These are basic, innate visual cues that

NASA to support astronauts during their ascent into orbit. Modified

subconsciously tell us whether a chair will be comfortable or not. Get the

for use in stationary applications and incorporating our multi-

human proportions right, the aesthetics and comfort are quick to follow. Wrap it

patented technology, the Perfect Chair body frame is designed to

all up in sumptuous materials and meld them with the finest, unyielding steel

provide years of comfort and can accommodate individuals weighing

and the result is: the Perfect Chair.”

up to 285 lbs.

NATURAL materials
Solid wood. Premium upholstery. Nickel-plated steel. We chose some
of nature’s purest elements and refined each to work in harmony. Our
materials are carefully selected, then polished, matched or finished to
obtain the highest level of luster and brilliance.
David Potter, VP of Design,
Human Touch
Perfect Chair® Architect

ENVIRONMENT friendly
We proudly craft the Perfect Chair using a harmonious manufacturing
process that replenishes the planet with new resources to replace the
ones we use.
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perfect
SOLUTION

the strength of STEEL
Once the body frame has been shaped to the specified neutral-bodyposture position, the high-tensile-strength steel is sandblasted,
cleaned and powder-coated with a protective surface that ensures
a long life free from the debilitating effects of humidity or corrosive
salt air.

the warmth of WOOD
Hevea Brasiliensis (the rubber tree) yields one of the strongest woods on earth, which is one reason we
selected it to produce our solid Parawood base. In a 42-day process, the tree’s trunks are cleaned, trimmed
and milled to produce individual boards that are the foundation of the Perfect Chair’s uniquely shaped legs.
Only the very thick lower three feet of the trunk are uniform enough for the Perfect Chair’s production. Each
of our artisans must serve a two-year apprenticeship before they are allowed to craft the uniquely balanced
curve that supports a Perfect Chair.
Once cut to the proper length, the boards are kiln-dried and laminated to ensure the proper thickness, then
our expert woodsmiths hand-carve and hand-sand each leg pattern until the perfect shape is achieved. The
wood is then finely sanded, rubbed, stained and polished, all by hand, to bring out the wood’s natural grain
and beauty.
Finally, the wood is coated with multiple layers of lacquer for protection and to further illuminate its elegant
design. The result – rich, lustrous beauty that lasts for years and years.

eco-friendly
The legs of all Human Touch Perfect Chairs are constructed of 100-percent solid,
plantation-grown Parawood from the rubber tree (Hevea Brasiliensis).

This extremely strong, yet flexible, dense-grain wood is prized as being fully renewable
and eco-friendly. Unlike other woods that are cut down for the sole purpose of producing
furniture, Parawood is used only after it completes its 25-year rubber-producing cycle.
With this sustainable construction, both you and Mother Nature can rest comfortably.

the finest MATERIALS
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ERGONOMICS AND COMFORT

The Perfect Chair glides on nickel-plated glide rails, formed in
graceful precision arcs that suspend the body frame from the legs.
The steel is formed and fitted to each leg assembly, and highprecision, rubber-covered ball-bearing wheels are installed to ensure
a smooth, quiet glide when reclining. Reliability, strength and ease
of use are guaranteed with a Human Touch-designed brake control
system, based on an aerospace design.

Not all seats are created equal. Most
modern seating lacks the ergonomics
and comfort that enable your body to
feel better naturally.
The Human Touch Perfect Chair
delivers all this and more.
How perfect.

the luxury of premium
UPHOLSTERY
Perfect Chair cushions are expertly crafted in premium leather, bonded leather and
SōfSuede®, in a variety of designer finishes and matches. Only five percent of the
world’s natural, uncorrected cowhides are sufficiently free of imperfections to qualify
for use as Human Touch premium leather. Top-grain, aniline-dyed hides from the
United States and Brazil are carefully measured, cut and sewn all under one roof.
This is what makes the supple leather luxurious, resilient and so soft to the touch.
Our bonded leather offers luxury, durability and grain comparable to our premium
leather. Crafted using a combination of man-made materials and genuine leather,
you’ll love this beautiful alternative’s natural comfort, flexibility and durability.
Our patented SōfSuede® is a man-made fabric created using the most delicate fibers
that are tightly woven together to create a dense fabric that has many of the same
qualities as suede leather. Naturally water- and stain-resistant, its plush, velvety
surface is breathable and designed to look like new for years to come.
Beautiful French triple-stitch patterns grace the upholstery of all of our Perfect
Chairs, reflecting the quality, time and dedication we invest in each and every pad set.
No matter which Perfect Chair you choose, the supple materials with rich,
inviting hues feel wonderful against your body and attractively accentuate any décor.
Take a seat and be cradled in the ultimate comfort.
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ERGONOMICS

COMFORT
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DEFY GRAVITY

™
3

The zero-gravity Perfect Chair® is a unique balance of back support and
seating comfort. Sit back, relax, and then take the weight of the world
off your back. With a simple lever adjustment, the easy-glide recline
system eases the body into a virtually weightless position.

NEUTRAL POSTURE
Beautifully blending aesthetics, technology and wellness in a seating
experience that transcends even the highest standards of comfort, the Perfect
Chair elevates the legs above the heart, relieving weight from the spine. In this
zero-gravity position, the body relaxes into a virtually weightless posture, which
physicians recommend as the healthiest way to sit. The chair’s fixed-form
seating position ensures maximum ergonomic posture at all recline angles,
effectively alleviating soreness, tension and fatigue caused by the earth’s
constant gravitational pull.

2
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1

Neck-contoured comfort pillow cradles the neck to ease tight
muscles and provide ultimate relaxation

2

Articulating headrest cushion allows you to customize the
angle of comfort for your head and neck

3

Self-inflating lumbar pillow supports the lower back, alleviating
tension and pain

4

Ergonomically positioned recline lever makes it easy to adjust the
chair into your favorite position

5

Hand-carved, hand-finished base is constructed for years of
use and is pleasing to the eye

6

Extra-wide leg rest provides maximum comfort for people of
all sizes

7

Exclusive glide rail system ensures smooth recline motion

BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•

Relaxes and rejuvenates the spine by naturally decompressing the vertebrae
Relieves muscle tension, soreness and fatigue
Elevates legs above the heart, helping to improve blood flow
Helps expand lung capacity, allowing for deeper, more relaxed breathing
Improves circulation and blood-oxygen levels

The zero-gravity position cradles your back
and elevates your legs above your heart,
the position doctors recommend as the
healthiest way to sit. Gravity doesn’t stand
in the way of easily getting into and out
of this remarkable chair with its extended
range of motion.
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ZERO-GRAVITY

the Perfect Chair

®

Classic

This chair is the perfect blend of
beauty, ergonomics, comfort and
wellness benefits. Just pick your
favorite designer-wood finish and
fashionable upholstery, then enjoy
the perfect seating experience in
the Perfect Chair.

Choose manual or power recline—either way,
a perfect recline angle makes you feel weightless.

Classic Manual Recline

Classic Power Recline

A chair that is simply brilliant and effective. Escaping
gravity’s adverse effects is as easy as leaning back. Once
you find your perfect position, feel the stress and tension
melt away as your muscles and joints get a much-needed
rest from earth’s constant gravitational pull. With several
finishes to choose from, your Perfect Chair will fit your
wellness regimen and décor—perfectly.

With the easy push of the recline lever, the Perfect Chair
gently moves you into a full-recline position that makes you
feel as though you’re floating on air. Equally valuable, you
can effortlessly return to the upright position without stress
or strain, a feature back pain sufferers really appreciate.
The electric recline system is so precise that you can set the
chair in the absolute, perfect position...for you.

The electric recline system is
activated by an easily reachable

Classic Manual

Classic Power

Zero-Gravity Recliner

Zero-Gravity Recliner

PC-6

PC-095

Ivory pad set
with walnut base shown

13
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Black pad set
with maple base shown

fingertip control.

Whisper-quiet motors take the
chair from upright to full recline
in less than 15 seconds.

the Perfect Chair

®

Silhouette

Sleek lines, tapered design, the perfect choice
for those smaller in stature.
Offering the same wellness, quality and comfort advantages as the Perfect Chair Classic series,
the Perfect Chair Silhouette features a slimmer frame. With its sleek lines and tapered design, this
elegant chair is the perfect choice for those smaller in stature, comfortably raising the feet above
the heart, removing pressure from the spine, and inviting absolute surrender to deep relaxation.
• Easy-to-use power recline system allows precise position control
• Articulating headrest allows you to customize the angle for maximum
head and neck comfort
• Exclusive glide rail system ensures smooth recline
• Luxurious upholstery is exceptionally comfortable, durable and fits any
décor beautifully

Cognac pad set with
dark walnut base shown

Black pad set with
walnut base shown

Silhouette
Zero-Gravity Recliner
PC-075
Espresso pad set
with maple base shown
Espresso pad set
with maple base shown
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The electric recline system
is activated by an easily
reachable fingertip control.

Whisper-quiet motors take the
chair from upright to full recline
in less than 15 seconds.

Because people come in different shapes and sizes, so do our Perfect Chair® Zero-Gravity recliners.
Their design suits many different body types, large or small. So whether you’re petite, towering, or

SIZES to suit you

somewhere in between, you’ll find a chair that fits your body and décor perfectly.

L

arge

Classic
Zero-Gravity Recliner
with Extending Footrest

M

PC-6

edium

Classic
Zero-Gravity Recliner

S

PC-6, PC-095

mall

Silhouette
Zero-Gravity Recliner
PC-075

Large

Medium

Small

*Footrest available as an option.

48”

46”

25”

21”
30”
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27”

25”

42”

42”

61”

62”

48”

50”

46”

27”

23”
31”

27”

25”

48”

50”

46”

27”

50”

27”

27”

42”

42”

42”

42”

42”

42”

42”

61”

69”

62”

61”

69”

62”

69”

23”
31”

Perfect HOME THEATRE
Enjoy comfort, wellness and your favorite movie or
sporting event - at home.

Perfect LOOK

PAD SET

WOOD BASE FINISH

Premium Leather

Bonded Leather

SōfSuede®

Customized Colors
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Maple

Dark Walnut

Walnut

Cognac

Espresso

Black

Espresso

Black

Ivory

Red

Cashew

Cashew

the Perfect Chair

®

Transitional

health
and wellness

The Perfect Chair® Transitional recliner is our most generously padded zero-gravity chair. It’s
intelligently designed to ensure a neutral-posture seating position and maximum ergonomic
posture at all recline angles, consistent with physician-recommended sitting posture. Its clean
lines ensure this chair is at home anywhere in your home.

Generous bonded leather cushions for a soft touch and
furniture springs for superior comfort seating.

increase wellness

ELECTRIC RECLINE SYSTEM
A smooth-functioning, high-performance recline system with
whisper-quiet motors eases the chair from upright to full
recline in less than 15 seconds. You control your journey from
sitting to floating with an unobtrusive, easy-to-use fingertip
recline lever.

enjoy deeper, more restorative sleep
relieve back pain and sore muscles
relax and reduce stress
improve circulation and blood flow

Espresso upholstery shown

Black upholstery shown

Transitional
Zero-Gravity Recliner
PC-085
Red bonded leather
upholstery shown
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Cashew upholstery shown
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CONTROL PAD

jade

the Perfect Chair

®

wave

Easily control the Serenity® chair’s array of wellness
features with the push of a button. Choose from three
intensities of far-infrared heat that radiates through jade
stones to provide soothing relief deep into muscles, joints
and soft tissue. Start the Serenity Wave Therapy and bring
the body into a deep state of relaxation.

Serenity

®

Bringing the healing arts of the Far East to your living room, the Perfect Chair® Serenity®
modernizes ancient techniques and fundamental earth elements to deliver amazing wellness
benefits. Beneath its luxurious exterior, the Serenity chair features jade stones, radiating
far-infrared heat and gentle-wave massage technology that soothes tired, aching muscles,

Jade stones

elevating the body to a new state of comfort and relaxation.

Air cells
• Jade stones naturally transmit far-infrared heat, both of which have
therapeutic properties studied in the Far East for thousands of years

Red upholstery shown

The Serenity chair’s
strategically positioned jade
stones and air cells provide
targeted full-body relief.

• Delivers penetrating heat up to three inches deep to create a healing
warmth that can be felt for up to one hour and up to three inches below
the skin’s surface
• Far-infrared heat is clinically proven to reduce lower back pain and relieve
chronic pain
• Full-body heated massage reduces inflammation and relieves joint and
muscle pain
• Increases flexibility, reduces stress and fatigue, and promotes a deep,

Black upholstery shown

restful sleep

Serenity®
Zero-Gravity Recliner
PC-086
Cashew upholstery shown
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Espresso bonded leather
upholstery shown

“The jade stones found in the Serenity® chair consist
of many of the same elements found in the human
body. Because they emit similar frequencies, the jade
stones’ vibration goes deeper into the cells while the
far-infrared heat penetrates the muscle layer. The
result is better circulation, increased oxygen in the
blood and fast recovery from pain and disease.”
- Dr. Hoon Kim, PhD., Acupuncturist
and Medical Qi-Gong Practitioner

accessories

To own it is to love it.

Our two-level, suspended spanner wedge table
allowing you to create your own unique home
theater ensemble. Use wedge tables to connect

“I want to thank the Human Touch team for its incredible, ergonomic Perfect Chair design that puts the spine in a
comfortable neutral or zero-gravity position. It is the most perfectly designed and engineered chair that I can recommend.”

21”

connects directly between two Perfect Chairs®,
21”
10”

a group of chairs in a graceful arc.
Designed to secure your laptop, iPad®, book
or papers in place at the perfect height for the

– Dr. Jon Stucky, Doctor of Chiropractic, CCST, FICA

4”

Fits PC-6, PC-075 and PC-095 models only.
Available in Maple, Walnut and Dark Walnut finish.

ultimate in ergonomic productivity.
Fits PC-6, PC-075 and PC-095 models only.

“After a long day of work, there’s nothing better than collapsing in my Perfect Chair. I can instantly feel my spine decompressing
and stress washing away. It’s invigorating and relaxing at the same time. How perfect.”
		
		

and Yoga Instructor

11”

Snacks and beverages are right at hand.

“As you start to recline you feel all the pressure come off your back. You can feel your whole body line up. Hip
alignment is extremely important to golfers. The Perfect Chair sets the pelvis in a good position and relaxes and aligns
the spine which helps prepare it for the next round.”
		

Spanner Wedge Table

16”

– Jaime Tam, Ethnic-Fusion Dancer

Laptop Desk

– Tim Clark, PGA Golfer

Because once you sit in your Perfect Chair,
you’re not going to want to get up.
Fits PC-6, PC-075 and PC-095 models only.
Available in Maple, Walnut and Dark Walnut finish.

“The Human Touch Perfect Chair is the best chair on the market and the one I use in my research. It has a sophisticated
approach to promoting healing and balance.”

10”

– Dr. Jeffrey Thompson, Founder and Director

10”

of the Center for Neuroacoustic Research

Accessory Table

Specifications
CLASSIC MANUAL – PC-6

CLASSIC POWER – PC-095

Chair Reclined Dimensions: 62”L x 31”W x 27”H

Chair Reclined Dimensions: 62”L x 31”W x 27”H

Extend the comfort to the tips of your toes

Chair Upright Dimensions: 40”L x 31”W x 50”H

Chair Upright Dimensions: 42”L x 31”W x 48”H

with an extendable footrest that retracts

Seat Width:

23”

Seat Width:

23”

neatly when not in use. This is a perfect

Recline Angle:

125 – 175 degrees

Recline Angle:

125 – 175 degrees

solution for someone who is 6’2” or taller.

Product Weight:

57 lbs.

Product Weight:

80 lbs.

Only available for the PC-6 model.

NOTE: Footrest height when reclined is 29”;
distance to wall is 9”.

NOTE: Footrest height when reclined is 29”;
distance to wall is 9”.

SILHOUETTE – PC-075

TRANSITIONAL – PC-085

Chair Reclined Dimensions: 61”L x 30”W x 25”H

Chair Reclined Dimensions: 65”L x 35”W x 27”H

Chair Upright Dimensions: 43”L x 30”W x 46”H

Chair Upright Dimensions: 45”L x 35”W x 48”H

Seat Width:

21”

Seat Width:

23”

Recline Angle:

125 – 175 degrees

Recline Angle:

125 – 175 degrees

Product Weight:

76 lbs.

Product Weight:

111 lbs.

NOTE: Footrest height when reclined is 30”;
distance to wall is 9”.

Adds an additional 7” to the PC-6 chair length.

Extendable Footrest

This upholstery-matching back cover adds a

NOTE: Footrest height when reclined is 29”;
distance to wall is 10”.

The Perfect Chair evenly distributes your body weight

finishing touch to your Perfect Chair—front

to eliminate all pressure points. Add the visco-elastic

and back. It’s a beautiful choice, especially if

SERENITY – PC-086

your chair is positioned with its back exposed.

Chair Reclined Dimensions: 65”L x 35”W x 27”H
23”

Recline Angle:

125 – 175 degrees

Product Weight:

137 lbs.

NOTE: Footrest height when reclined is 29”;
distance to wall is 10”.

that conforms to your body’s unique contours for an

Fits PC-6, PC-075 and PC-095 models only.

Chair Upright Dimensions: 45”L x 35”W x 48”H
Seat Width:

memory foam pad insert for an added layer of comfort
exact match between you and your chair.

Available in Bonded Leather and Premium Leather.

Fits PC-6, PC-075 and PC-095 models only.

WARRANTY: 3-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

Back Cover
29
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Memory Foam Pad Insert
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Learn more about Human Touch products.

www.humantouch.com

©2011 Human Touch®, LLC
Product contained herein is protected by United States patents 5,967,609 and 6,012,774.
Perfect Chair® and Human Touch® are registered trademarks of Human Touch®, LLC.
No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of this product. Specifications are subject to change.

